
Nowadays many young people leave home at an early age to either study or work in another 
city. Do you think this has more advantages or disadvantages for young people? Support your 
point of view with reasons and examples from your own knowledge or experience.

Experiencing some level of independency has become more common among the young 
generation in order to following their passions. Whilst I tend to agree that this trend have has 
drawbacks, I strongly concede that from a broader point of view, it could be way more 
beneficial.

Those frowning upon leaving home at a the young age consider the high risk of making life-
changing (یا جبران ناپذیر؟) mistakes as its major consequence due to the lack of experience. Being 
immature might result in making uninformed choices which could have negatively affect their 
both personal life and as well as their career. For instance, homesickness-as an unavoidable 
side effect of living far from home especially among the youth- might contribute to short,ly 
unhealthy, emotional relationships without any supervision from their parents. Such activities 
could aggravate their mental condition and result in addiction or even suicide. Moreover, 
despite the great sense of having your own self-income by working right after graduation from 
high school, these young workers are wasting their best years of their life just applying 
themselves in futureless demanding positions without prospect like being a waitress rather 
than having tertiary education.

However, independency could provide a brilliant opportunity for youngsters to develop their 
skills and reach a high self-knowledge in that they are being forced to manage miscellaneous 
tasks from doing dull chores to handle their budget parallel to developing their social 
communications in unfamiliar environments. What is more, not only does would  this life style 
would contribute to maturity, such people would be are more likely to appreciate and grab 
chances which plays a major role in their successionsuccess. Despite the less free time they 
have compared to their counterparts who live with their parents, they are able to perform 
different responsibilities simultaneously with higher productivity specifically in stressful 
situations.

In brief, although starting an independent life at a young age might be overwhelming and 
emotionally heart breaking at some points, as a new step to adulthood it is completely worth 
tryingto try. Parents should encourage their kids to accept this risk and assist them so that they 
could take fully advantage of this golden period of their life journey.


